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Description of fixed bugs, improvements etc. :   

Some of these bugs may occur only under certain operating systems, databases, browsers or other specific cases. 

   

ImagingWorker 267182 
Wrong error handling in PdfXChange with specific (damaged) PDFs 
 

System Infrastructure 267552 
Special Symbol “EM Dash” is filtered in Fulltext Search 
 

Retrieval 267928 
Duplicate key exception "IIS_WasUrlRewritten" 
 

Retrieval 268020 
Retrieving select list of DocuWare Fulltext field leads to 500 - Internal Server Error 
 

WF Tasklist 268088 
Clip via "Drag and Drop" does not work in tasks anymore 
 

Workflow 268115 
Multi-Select user Lists do not assign properly for 7.1 Workflow Tasks 
 

Retrieval 268407 
Faster Switching between file cabinet and basket renders view invisible 
 

Organization 268497 
Option "Windows login" disappears from dropdown field on login page after failed login attempt 
(wrong password/username) 
 

Data Capture 269018 
Unable to use one click indexing on amount field due to "$" 
 

Workflow 269195 
LDC errors out if global variables of Workflow contain blanks/special characters 
 

DynaPDF 269207 
Font issues with certain PDFs caused by DynaPDF bug 
 

Workflow 269303 
Issue with table field in workflow task - option "Select list only" converts field to mandatory field 
 

Data Capture 269563 
Cannot assign a Forms signature field to more than one Merge form field 
 

Retrieval 269597 
Document history does not show all entries / hides entries on scrolling 
 

Windows Explorer Client 269660 
Attach from Outlook using WEC and document in tray does not work 
 

ImagingToolkit 269708 
A jpg file cannot be displayed in Viewer with Internet Explorer 
 

Workflow 269731 
Workflow Task with an "Assign To" step over a Multi select deletes the first user which is chosen. 
 

Retrieval 269780 
Predefined entries for database fields overwrite existing values on document access 
 

Background Process Service 269844 
Autoindex - Locked documents count towards an AllDocumentsFailedException 
 

Retrieval 269916 
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$-$ is added to the end of predefined values for search dialogs after 7.1 update 
 

Data Capture 270198 
Form titles do not get values. 
 

Retrieval 270243 
Using Wildcard search on value containing ' will return on results 
 

Retrieval 270509 
Wrong order of Select List in date fields of Search dialog 
 

Import 270578 
DWControl: Limit on the size (pages) that can be imported into DocuWare using a DWCONTROL 
file? 
 

Automation and Integration 270580 
Attachment corrupted when attaching document from WEC when attached to a newly created email 
 

Quality Assurance 270708 
Major version isn't increased automatically when using Platform .NET API 
 

Workflow 270750 
Documents from Tasks are not automatically shown at the Viewer 
 

Workflow 270805 
Workflow Designer freezes while selecting table 
 

Retrieval 271050 
Automatic logout in case of inactivity does not work in 7.1 
 

Data Capture 271113 
Document tray with Intelligent Indexing shows no contents when too many documents with large 
index fields are loaded 
 

Automation and Integration 271319 
DWRequest search with operator AND and OR does not work 
 

Retrieval 271330 
List does not include a document when an index field in the list's filter contains an apostrophe 
 

Workflow 271333 
Workflow Designer - Error "Missing SOAP action" 
 

Automation and Integration 271385 
"More Information" on Transfer workflow results in error page 
 

Workflow 271432 
Date for "Out of office" function will be ignored 
 

Request V2 271604 
DocuWare 7.1 breaks all Request configurations created from result lists 
 

Automation and Integration 272222 
Autoindex configuration needs to be recreated when using new index field 
 

Retrieval 272899 
Document relations in 7+ versions do not work with old header format 
 

Email Capture 273050 
Connect to Mail configs getting disabled 
 

Automation and Integration 279045 
Request Import not working 
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Document Capture 196798 
Scan2FTP - Free client license is checked to upload files from FTP storage to document tray 
 

Processing Configurator 237958 
The option "begins with" to detect a Desktop configuration automatically does not work anymore 
 

Data Capture 254103 
Forms Fixed Text Box edit dialog wrong action on "del" key 
 

Workflow 254274 
Select list with one entry displays additional blank line 
 

Data Capture 256267 
Forms can't search for users with an umlaut in a selctlist 
 

Retrieval 258349 
File cabinet administration permission does not work as expected 
 

Email Capture 267778 
Message "Service not available" Outlook storage dialog 
 

Automation and Integration 268321 
Wrong displayed error message in an Autoindex configuration log 
 

Data Capture 268839 
Fieldmask did not work correctly in Forms 
 

Automation and Integration 269598 
Wrong date format when importing email with Connect to Outlook 
 

Data Capture 269627 
Smart Index shortcut does nothing 
 

Processing Configurator 270660 
New import configurations store with the wrong date 
 

Data Capture 272756 
Smart Index shortcut does not work 
 

Document Capture 273707 
Not possible to upload files with umlauts (ä,ö,ü) into the FTP path 
 

Retrieval 253606 
Sorting in folder structure does not work for more than 100 documents 
 

Request V2 253777 
Changed field names are not shown in DocuWare Request 
 

Windows Explorer Client 253850 
Moving files in Windows Explorer Client results in error when no modify permission on indexfield of 
highest folder level is assigned 
 

Windows Explorer Client 254007 
Version number and the 'Last edited date' changes in Windows Explorer Client 
 

Windows Explorer Client 256022 
When disabling Quickaccess the Windows Explorer Client crashes explorer.exe 
 

Workflow 256405 
Stopping an instance in Workflow Designer creates a different entry in workflow history than 
stopping it in Web Client 
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Background Process Service 256461 
Database columns wrongly recognized as SQL keywords 
 

Organization 258241 
File connections cannot be edited (or new ones created), when trusted Windows authentication 
login and https is used 
 

DynaPDF 258569 
DocuWare PDF Text shot issue with check boxes 
 

Retrieval 259074 
"Export as DocuWare Request" creates erroneous Request configurations 
 

Retrieval 260158 
Documents from Index Value Profile with CURRENTUSERLONGNAME() cannot be clipped 
 

Retrieval 261377 
In Task List configuration  an error occurs: Wrong Condition. Not parsed string '>90000000000' for 
field 'GFCPO' 
 

Viewer 262896 
Uppercase PDF extensions do not show the correct icon in the Viewer 
 

Automation and Integration 263251 
Date is shown wrong, if the last number of the day is 1 or 2 
 

Document Capture 264025 
After FTP crash and restart of FTP service, no documents are processed in FTP folder 
 

Retrieval 264613 
Right GeneralVersioning is not sufficient to view version history 
 

Workflow 264825 
Task area freezes after last filtered task has been confirmed 
 

Automation and Integration 264851 
2nd index field of source file cabinet not shown in matchcode dropdown on new Autoindex 
configurations 
 

Retrieval 265138 
Platform API - GetFromDocumentsForDocumentsQueryResultAsync runs into error after upgrade to 
DW 7.1 
 

WF Engine 265159 
Cast error when using Local Data Connector in DocuWare 7.1 with numeric fields 
 

Automation and Integration 265197 
Timezone for Autoindex Workflows is utc+0:00 always 
 

Annotations 265336 
Arrow annotations get deplaced when resized/moved in chrome 
 

Retrieval 265467 
Mobile Apps menu is missing from web-client if they don't have TaskList license 
 

Data Capture 265705 
Imbedded link of a document in a form is changed after opening and document is not displayed 
 

Workflow 266057 
Workflow decision with stamp does not log index value changes in _AUD table 
 

Organization 266313 
"Read" standard profile assigned to user after editing in upgraded DW7.1 system without notification 
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Data Capture 266945 
Select Lists using "large" tables as external source loads extremely slow 
 

Email Capture 230376 
Connect 2 Outlook needs certificate to start 
 

Solutions 233686 
Migration of FortisBlue 6.12 SP1 to DocuWare 7 - Versioned documents do not migrate 
 

DynaPDF 240131 
PDF is not displayed correctly 
 

WF Engine 241259 
Cannot get variable " last  error message" to display into a email via Workflow 
 

Stamps 244509 
Time stamp displayed in UTC time when emailing from DocuWare Web Client 
 

Organization 246461 
WorkFlow Assign Data error if no working days configured 
 

Data Capture 246932 
Select list does not show all expected entries 
 

Retrieval 249901 
Saved search does not always display same results as the original search when having a 
predefined value which is hidden in search dialog 
 

Automation and Integration 250716 
Autoindex doesn't trigger Workflows 
 

Windows Explorer Client 252909 
Wrong error message when deleting in Windows Explorer Client 
 

Retrieval 252930 
Specific characters are allowed in database columns but not shown in Web Client 
 

Retrieval 152862 
Unable to sort by page count 
 

Retrieval 158212 
Files which are stored as "Reference Only" can't be displayed in the Web Client 
 

Email Capture 267173 
It is not possible for Connect 2 Outlook to save embedded pictures from a email if they have a .jpg 
format 
   

 

  


